emco X-TREME®

X-tremely clean. X-tremely safe. X-tremely strong.

Keeping entrance areas clean

X-treme challenge

re

Retou

Soiled goods
Dirt and rubber abrasion are
tracked deeper into the
building – into sensitive areas.

Cleaning
Dirt inside the building
must be removed – at great
cost and effort.

Slip hazard!
Moisture on the warehouse floor
is a safety hazard.

In warehouses, factories, workshops and event venues, forklift trucks,
cars and other vehicles are often just as much in use inside as outside.
Although entrance mats pick up dirt and moisture at the entrance doors,
dirt clinging to the vehicles is brought in on a large scale through the vehicle entrances – with many negative consequences. The emco X-TREME®
heavy-duty mat protects the floor from dirt and soiling – simply when it
is driven over.
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The innovative
heavy-duty mat
The emco X-TREME® roll-over and drive-over heavy-duty mat keeps things
clean at vehicle entrances. Like all emco‘s entrance mats, emco X-TREME® has
been developed to precisely match customers‘ requirements. With its patented brush shape, sophisticated construction and high-quality materials and
workmanship, emco X-TREME® removes the dirt clinging to wheels, rollers
and shoe soles.
ll the benefits of emco X-TREME® at a glance:
4 for vehicles of up to 7.5 t
4 removes up to 80% of the dirt
4 reduces cleaning costs
4 increases safety at work
4 creates a good impression with clean buildings
4 less dirt transferred to goods
4 low maintenance and requires no power
4 easy to clean
4 long service life

Experience emco X-TREME® on film
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The mat with the
X-tra something
The X in the name emco X-TREME® doesn‘t just stand for extreme resilience:
it also represents the heavy-duty mat‘s special feature. The bristles are slanted towards each other, allowing them to clean tyre treads purely mechanically – and extra thoroughly – as the tyres move over the mat. After a minimum
of 3 full rotations, wheels and rollers have already been freed of up to 80 % of
the dirt on them. This effect has been verified by the Fraunhofer Society.
The dirt removed in this way falls through the spaces between the brush
strips into the dirt collection well below and can simply be eliminated during a thorough cleaning.

The slanted arrangement and pretensioning of the special brushes
causes them to move when a
vehicle drives over them. This
improves the cleaning power –
without the need for electricity.
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A clean business

The key element of the emco X-TREME® is the patented brush strips with
their slanting brush bundles. Its shape and materials have been precisely
matched to its function. Pre-tensioning the brush strips ensures the necessary surface pressure on the bristles. The brush bodies are roof shaped and
tapered towards the bottom, so that the dirt that is brushed off falls unimpeded over them and into the dirt collection well. The combination of hard
and soft plastic used in the brush strips ensures a long service life and good
acoustic insulation.
The materials and workmanship of the grid and dirt collection well have also
been chosen with a long service life and thus with lasting functional efficiency in mind.

Dirt collection well

Bristles
Grid

Brush strips

Dirt chamber
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Everything in safe range

In structures and buildings with an industrial or commercial use, high demands are placed on the floor, which has to guarantee fault-free operation
over long periods of time. This involves first and foremost the construction
and surface quality. During use, however, dirt can cause safety hazards and
shorten service life. Fortunately, something can be done about this.
If the dirt is removed from the tyres as vehicles come in, it will increase occupational safety and the service life of the floor. So emco X-TREME® makes an
important contribution to smooth workflows and a long service life.

“Our goods are our calling card
for the customer. So we have
to avoid dirt before it occurs.”
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Don‘t leave anything behind –
except a perfect impression
It‘s just common sense: dirt caught by the dirt collection well can‘t catch the
eye. emco X-TREME® ensures you make a good impression by keeping the
floor clean. It is a token of appreciation for the building and the workers, but
also for visitors and business partners. And it brings with it a financial advantage: the floor will need to be cleaned much less frequently.
But it is not only the floor that stays clean. Dirt and rubber abrasion from the
tyres can also settle as dust; this means that goods, machines and the like are
kept clean, too – and potential customer complaints are avoided.

clinging dirt

100 %

> 400 µm
> 200 µm
> 100 µm

With the correct
cleaning zone length,
emco X-TREME® removes up to 80 %
of the dirt clinging
to smaller rollers
and wheels.

50 %

0%
0			 3			6			
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Rotations of small tyres
Reduction in the occurrence of dirt in relation
to the length of the emco X-TREME® zone

clinging dirt

100 %

> 400 µm
> 200 µm
> 100 µm

Larger wheels are also
efficiently cleaned with
emco X-TREME®. They
are thoroughly cleaned
after just three rotations.

50 %

0%
0			 3			6			
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Rotations of large tyres
Reduction in the occurrence of dirt in relation
to the length of the emco X-TREME® zone

812 mm

45 mm
Height with brushes:
max. 54 mm

410 mm
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A talent for combining

emco X-TREME® is a modular system that adapts perfectly to the building‘s
specific requirements. The modules have an 812 x 410 mm format and can be
combined according to the available space and the cleaning requirements.
The length of the cleaning zone is key to a thorough dirt uptake: for an ideal
cleaning result, the zone length needs to be at least three times the circumference of the tyres to be cleaned.

Direction of traffic

The length and width
of emco X-TREME® can
be varied – simply by
adding more modules.

1x

2x

The installation
instructions contain
all the necessary
information about
laying the product.

3x

The circumference of the
tyres and rollers determines the length of the
cleaning zone: optimum
cleaning is achieved when
they are able to move
through at least three
rotations on the mat.
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Clean above – and below

Not only does emco X-TREME® reliably eliminate dirt, the mat is also easy to
clean. The mat modules can be lifted up individually and the collected dirt
can be vacuumed or swept out of the dirt collection well. If necessary, the
modules themselves can be cleaned with water after being removed.
Regularly cleaning the mat and the dirt collection well will
ensure lasting functionality. Cleaning is particularly easy
using the free hook included in the delivery.

Cleaning with water possible in case of severe soiling.

The innovative mat with patented brush strips. For all
entrances where safety and cleanliness are particularly
important. Ideal for picking up coarse dirt.

emco X-TREME®
Zone 2
indoor and covered outdoor areas

no electric power required

street dust, hair, sand, ash, textile fibres, small
leaves and twigs, loose chippings, coarse sand,
small gravel particles, etc.

extremely durable

Technical data
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Recommendation

Indoor and covered outdoor areas (zone2)

45

2 2 23

Load capacity

extreme ++

Description

Module with active brush chambers, dirt

410

collection well with walls 2 mm thick and
with integrated 2 mm thick grid that can

emco X-TREME®: cross-section of elements

be removed for cleaning. 16 patented, pretensioned brush strips integrated into the
grid. The slanted angle of the bristles

2 2 23

45
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ensures active mechanical cleaning.

812

Roll-over and

trolleys, cars, pallet trucks,

drive-over capability

forklift trucks, lorries (up to 7.5 t)

Dimensions (W x H x D)

410 x 45 x 812 mm

Total weight
emco X-TREME®: longitudinal section of elements
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Direction of traffic

812

410

(module + well)

24,5 kg

Module weight

18 kg

Colour

grey

Features at a glance
4 lower cleaning costs

4 retrofitting possible

4 improved occupational safety

4 better overall impression

Bristles
The patented slant on the
Nylon® bristles means that,
when a load is placed on them,
friction produces active mechanical cleaning. The bristles of different lengths dig deep into the
tyre tread, causing an automatic
and intensive cleaning action.

Material
The brush body is made of hard
and soft co-extruded plastics. The
hard plastic ensures that the tension in the brush strips is uniform.
The layer of soft plastic minimises
the operational noise when vehicles drive over the mat.

Roof shaped
The roof shape of the brush
body ensures that dirt particles
and liquid are diverted more
effectively in the direction of
the side channels leading to the
floor well. And its slenderness
means that dirt particles of up
to 8 mm can be picked up by
the mat.

Brush strip
The bristles on the pre-tensioned
brush strips protrude up to 9 mm
over the grate, but are pushed
back down under a load. This
automatically causes vibrations
that transport the dirt removed
into the dirt collection well. At
the same time the bristles are
protected from excessive wear.

Profile shape
The brush body is tapered
towards its base, so that
larger stones can fall more
easily into the stainless-steel
well once they have worked
through the upper edge.

How it works
The slanted arrangement and
pretensioning of the special
brushes causes them to move
when a vehicle drives over
them. This improves the
cleaning power – without
the need for electricity.
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